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industry professionals and a growth driver analysis 
outlined in this report. One major challenge will be 
to attract a larger share of international operators. 
Scandinavia is still dominated by local operators, with 
Scandic and Nordic Choice the largest players. There 
are various reasons why international brands are not 
as present, including the fact that historically investors 
have preferred ownership or leases while operators 
have favoured management agreements. In our opinion 
these interests will have to be aligned further to ensure 
product diversity and increase the level of ADR.   
Other challenges across the three countries include 
employing the ‘right’ employees, identifying and 
adapting to the needs of future guests, and optimising 
the use of distribution channels, including OTAs 
(online travel agents).

Over the next few pages we will present the region’s 
latest performance and online review figures and share 
our thoughts on current challenges based on our 
experience in other markets and our discussions 
with industry stakeholders. 

Feel free to contact us if you have questions or 
feedback. We wish you rewarding reading!

Foreword
The historic trends in both economic 
and hospitality performance are 
positive throughout the Nordics. 

Copenhagen has fared best in terms of RevPAR growth, 
with an impressive total increase of 39% over the past 
five years. Stockholm and Oslo have posted lower, but 
still impressive, annual RevPAR growth rates of 21% 
and almost 13% respectively. Airport arrivals in the 
capitals have grown by over 3% per annum, whilst 
overnight stays in all of them have increased by almost 
5% annually. The guest profile is still dominated by 
regional guests, but as the proportion of international 
visitors is growing more quickly, we expect this gap 
to narrow over the next few years.  

Properties not only show a very positive performance 
trend; they also generally receive better online reviews 
from their guests than the majority of hotels in Europe. 
Taking into account the growing importance of online 
reviews for the bottom line of a property, these trends 
support a positive outlook.  

Looking ahead, we expect the region to continue to 
fare well. This is based on personal interviews with 
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9,300 rooms
Nordics
General hospitality performance
Across the three Nordic capitals Copenhagen, 
Stockholm and Oslo, key performance indicators 
show a highly positive trend. Over a five-year period 
from 2012 to year-to-date 2017, all main indicators 
have increased at an impressive pace, with ADR 
generally growing more than occupancy. 

Copenhagen has fared best in terms of RevPAR growth, 
with an impressive total increase of 39% over the past 
five years. Stockholm and Oslo have posted lower but 
still impressive RevPAR growth rates of 21% and 
almost 13% respectively. Occupancy and rates both 
grew at a similar pace in Oslo and Stockholm, while 
the higher RevPAR growth in Copenhagen has been 
driven in large part by a spike in rates (+20% over 
the same period). 

The Nordics’ success in terms of hotel performance 
has been a long time in the making and has various 
reasons. On the one hand there are cheaper and more 
frequent flights driving tourism in general; on the 
other hand, geopolitical shifts in favour of countries 
perceived to be highly secure have led to an increase 
in tourism numbers throughout Scandinavia. The 
current positive outlook in the hospitality industry, 
the consequence of several years of high performance, 
 is reflected in the considerable development pipeline 
in the three Scandinavian capitals. A total of around 
9,300 rooms are currently planned to be built in the 
next few years, representing an average supply influx 
of 17% (source: NHC conference). 

Will demand keep outpacing supply increases?

are currently planned to be built in the three Scandinavian capitals

Total RevPAR growth 
2012 - 2017

Oslo Stockholm Copenhagen

39%

21%

13%
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Economic 
drivers
Denmark’s economy has been affected by the 
financial crisis and low oil prices since 2008, but 
now it has regained momentum, and GDP has been 
growing continuously since 2015. As the Danish 
economy is in recovery, expectations for the future 
are positive, and GDP growth is expected revert to 
pre-crisis levels. Going forward, efforts to increase 
growth and boost competitiveness will remain 
priorities for the government. 

How tourism is 
performing in Denmark
In 2016 a total of 52 million nights were spent in Danish 
hotels, holiday dwellings, campsites, hostels and marinas. 
This is an increase of approximately 5% compared with 
2015. Of the total of 52 million bed nights, 26 million 
related to foreign guests. The countries close to Denmark 
account for the majority of foreign bed nights (Germany 
29%, Norway 5% and Sweden 4%). In terms of the 
development in bed nights (proportionately, with 2008 
indexed at 100), China accounts for the highest increase 
in absolute terms with an index of 400, followed by Italy 
and the US with indices of 185 and 182 respectively. 
However, those international guests often stay in holiday 
dwellings. The majority of demand for hotel and resort 
beds (approximately 19 million bed nights) is driven by 
the domestic market, which at 58% is very high by 
European standards. 

Copenhagen airport’s strategic geographic location makes 
it the most attractive gateway to Northern Europe, and 
also an important enabler of the Danish tourism industry. 
In terms of numbers of passengers it is the largest airport 
in Scandinavia, receiving 29 million passengers in 2016. 
Expansion work initiated in January 2017 will increase 
the capacity to 40 million passengers a year, with the first 
phase expected to be completed in 2019. Although the 
airport serves as a hub for the region, we would expect an 
increasing number of passengers to stay over in the city. 
Compared with previous years, passenger numbers 
increased by 9.1% in 2017. 

The reason for travel cited most frequently by tourists 
visiting Denmark is ‘coast, sea and beaches’, followed 
by ‘friendly and welcoming population’, ‘good 
accommodation’ and ‘nature’. This highlights the 
importance of natural beauty and leisure travel in the 
country. The two biggest groups tracked are ‘couples’ and 
‘families with children’, both accounting for 25% of total 
visitors. The average number of bed nights spent in the 
country is approximately 5.5. 

52,000,000
Bed nights spent in Denmark in 2016
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Tourism in Copenhagen

The city offers a wide range of cultural attractions, 
including the world-famous Little Mermaid, the Nyhavn 
area, Ny Carlsberg, Glypptotek, the National Museum, 
the David Samling, the Round tower, the famous Tivoli 
Gardens and the UNESCO world heritage site. 

One of Europe’s oldest capitals, Copenhagen is known 
for its fascinating architecture, parks, gourmet restau-
rants and many other attractions. It has been named 
several times as one of the best cities in terms of live-
ability and sustainability in rankings by Metropolis 
Magazine, Monocle Magazine and the Global Destination 
Sustainability Index. To position the city as a modern 
and sustainable city for residents and travellers alike, 
the city government is investing in structural projects in 
areas such as infrastructure, culture and the arts, inclu-
ding a wide range of exhibitions and music concerts. 

Although the number of foreign tourists has increased in 
recent years, around 40% of all overnights in the capital 
are still generated by Danish nationals; in rural areas 
this percentage increases to as high as 60%. Foreign 
travellers come mostly from other Scandinavian coun-
tries, especially Sweden and Norway, followed by the 
UK, Germany and the US. Overall, international over-
nights are much diversified in terms of key originator 
markets. Domestic travellers mainly stay for family visits 
and in holiday homes. International tourists mainly stay 
in Copenhagen to see friends and family or visit the city.

Demand in Copenhagen is comparatively seasonal, 
with higher fluctuation for international guests. Both 
international and domestic demand are strongest in 
the mild summer period (from June to August). A 
relatively good overall balance between segments, 
however (leisure 40% and business 60% in 2016), 
helps smooth seasonality, as the business travel pattern 
is much flatter than the pattern of leisure travel. 

In recent years, starting in 2009 after hosting the 121st 
IOC session and the 13th Olympic congress, the capital 
has also positioned itself as a conference venue. 
According to the International Congress and Convention 
Association (ICCA), Copenhagen ranked 13th globally 
and 12th in Europe in terms of numbers of meetings 
hosted − an impressive rank given the size of the city 
and country.

Hotel supply

The number of hotels and holiday resorts surged from 
78 in 2007 to 88 in 2015. Since 2015, however, the 
supply has slightly decreased, driving occupancy. 
Looking forward, however, hotel supply is expected to 
increase again by 4,100 rooms, with supply growth 
forecast at 26% over the next few years (NHC). 

New developments are as follows: 

Copenhagen

  Room Opening 
Hotel No. Year

Nobis Hotel - Niels Brocks gade 1 80 2017

Arp-Hansen Hostel - Nyropsgade 38 280 2017

Stay - Fortkaj Aarhusgadekvarteret  60 2017

Sander 60 2017
(redevelopment to boutique hotel) 
Guldsmeden - Manon les suites -  80 2017 (April)
Gyldenløvesgade 1

A&O Copenhagen -  270 2017 (April)
Tagensvej 135-137

Cabinn Metro 530  2017-2018
(room extension)
NIMB (Tivoli Corner) 21  2018
(room extension)
Charlottehaven 37 2018
(appartment extension)
Moxy 220 2018

Scandic Meatpacking 370 2018

Scandic Falconer 134  2018
(room extension)
Brøchner Hotels - Bremerholm 6 31 2018

Hotel - Kalvebodbrygge 585 2018

CitizenM Hotel - Dagmarhus 230 2018

Brøchner Hotels - Hotel Ottilia  156 2019
- Carlsbergbyen

Nordic Choice Hotels  380 2020
- Tietgensgade 37 

(Nordic Choice Hotels)  500 2020
Copenhagen Airport Hotel

Copenhagen Wake up - Borgergade 220  TBA

(room extension)
Cabinn - Kalvebod Brygge 1200 TBA

Avenue Hotel  12  TBA
(room extension)
Hotel Skt. Petri 30  TBA
(room extension)

(NHC)
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In 2016, guests rated hotels in Copenhagen similarly to 
hotels in other cities in Western and Central Europe, giving 
them an average Global Review IndexTM (GRI) score of 80%. 

Copenhagen hotels respond to around 20% of all reviews, 
a good rate by international standards. However, given the 
influence of online reviews on new guests at the booking 
stage and the regionally lower general review score, this 
response rate should be increased. 

The best-rated feature of hotels in Copenhagen is the 
relative location, while ‘value’ is rated worst.  This must 
be a consequence of the comparatively high prices, 
which automatically increase the expectations of guests.
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Occupancy increased to 80.1% in 2016, which is considered 
very high compared with other European countries. Owing 
to the financial crisis, ADR declined to a low of DKK 726 
(EUR 98) in 2010 before picking up again and increasing 
constantly to a high of DKK 953 (EUR 128) in 2016. 

Based on the general price level and achieved ADRs 
throughout other European capitals, we think there 
is potential to increase ADR further in the future. 

The development of RevPAR was largely driven by changes 
in ADR, growing from DKK 478 (EUR 64) in 2010 to DKK 764 
(EUR 103) in 2016. This positive trend reflects the strength 
of demand and the current room for additional supply. 

The drivers point to an increase in RevPAR over 
the next few years.

Denmark, and its key tourist source markets Norway and 
Sweden, all anticipate increases in GDP growth over the 
next two years by comparison with recent historic average 
GDP. Germany however, another source market, expects 
GDP growth to slow. Taking holidays in Scandinavia is 
comparatively expensive for Europeans due to the strong 
currencies. Since Denmark’s main source markets are the 
remaining Scandinavian countries, we do not consider 
further appreciation of the Danish krone to be a threat to 
RevPAR development. 

Average historic inflation is much higher than the current 
inflation rate. However, the rate is set to increase from 
0.6 to 1.8 by 2019. This will boost future RevPAR, as rising 
input costs will affect hotels and are expected to be passed 
on to customers.

Online reputation of hotels in Copenhagen

GRITM Score

Response rate to reviews

Historical figures

Expected RevPAR growth

Hotel All Positive Neutral Negative
type reviews reviews reviews reviews

All hotels 19.7% 20.3% 17.5% 21.9%
HHH	 8.0% 8.8% 7.1% 9.1%
HHHH	 24.9% 27.0% 20.9% 25.3%
HHHHH	 26.2% 25.2% 24.5% 31.2%

Hotel Number GRI™
type of hotels Score

All hotels 101 80.9%
HHH	 63 76.2%
HHHH	 32 79.5%
HHHHH	 6 87.0%

Best feature

Worst feature
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Economic 
drivers
Sweden’s economy has been performing well, with 
real GDP growth of 3.3% in 2016. Recent indications 
point to a slowing in the growth rate, and real GDP 
growth of 1.7% is forecast for 2020. In 2016 the 
direct contribution of travel and tourism to the 
economy was 2.4%, while the total (direct and 
indirect) contribution came to as high as 9.5%
 of GDP. The contribution is forecast to rise by 
2.1% between 2017 and 2027. Travel and tourism 
directly supported 172,000 jobs in 2016, which is 
3.5% of total employment. The total (direct and 
indirect) contribution of travel and tourism to 
employment came to 541,000 jobs, 11% of total 
employment.

How tourism is 
performing in Sweden

Tourism continues to increase in Sweden. According to 
Tillväxtverket (The Swedish Agency for Economic and 
Regional Growth), Swedish and foreign visitors accounted 
for SEK 296 billion (EUR 31 billion) in net sales during 
2016. This is an increase of 6.6% compared with 2015. 
Domestic tourist consumption came to SEK 176 billion 
(EUR 19 billion) in 2016, an increase of 2.8%, while 
foreign visitors spent SEK 120 billion (EUR 13 billion), 
an increase of a whole 12.7%.

Leisure tourism consumption accounted for approx-
imately 74% of total tourist consumption, up from 65% 
in 2000. During the same period business travellers’ 
consumption declined from 35% to 26%. 

During 2016, the number of room nights in Sweden 
totalled 61.8 million. This is an increase of 2.9% 
compared with the previous year. The share of foreign 
nights was 24.9%, an increase of 4.8 percentage points 
since 2015.

Domestic tourists dominate Swedish tourism, spending 
46.2 million room nights, while foreign visitors spent 
15.6 million room nights at hotels, holiday villages, 

youth hostels, campsites and private cottages and 
apartments. Although they account for a larger 
proportion, domestic nights increased slightly less 
(by 5.2%) than room nights generated from foreigners 
(up 10.4%) in 2015. This growth in foreign tourism 
represents a 20-year record growth rate, and foreshadows 
the closure (albeit slow) of the gap between domestic 
and foreign tourists. 

Of the 15.6 million foreign nights spent, the largest 
share was generated by Europeans (non-Nordics), who 
accounted for 6.3 million nights, followed by visitors from 
the Nordics, who accounted for 5.3 million nights, and 
non-Europeans, who generated 3.1 million nights. The 
largest key non-domestic source market is Norway with 
3.4 million nights spent, followed by Germany with 
3.0 million nights and Denmark with 1.1 million nights.

Even though non-Europeans have the lowest number of 
nights spent in Sweden, they have shown tremendous 
growth rates for more than five years. This particularly 
applies to the US, China and India. The increase in 
non-European tourists is expected to be a long-term 
trend, meaning that the current tourism offering should 
be adapted to accommodate the needs of these new but 
increasingly important market segments.

In conclusion, tourism demand in Sweden is strong. 
Supply is growing also but not as fast as demand leading 
to increases in occupancy. In 2015 (for the first time) 
there was even a decline in the number of beds available. 
Hotels, accounting for three quarters of total bed supply, 
slightly reduced the number of beds available (down 
0.8%); at youth hostels and holiday villages the number 
declined as much as 6.2%. Given that one of the major 
trends is the growing concentration of tourism in 
metropolitan areas, the downtrend in supply relates 
mostly to rural areas, while urban areas are increasing 
supply to capture growing demand.

61,800,000
Bed nights spent in Sweden in 2016
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Tourism in Stockholm

The Swedish capital is located on the east coast and is 
surrounded by 24,000 islands and islets. This type of 
location is unique, and has come to characterise 
Stockholm as a city. Apart from the fascinating 
archipelago and its natural surroundings, Stockholm is 
also known for a broad spectrum of attractions including 
the Vasa Museum, City Hall, the Old Town area, Gröna 
Lund’s Amusement Park, the National History Museum, 
and the Drottningholm and Royal Palace. Other 
distinctive cultural features are Stockholm’s lively 
music and art scene and the many and varied
 gourmet restaurants and cuisines on offer.

Stockholm is easily accessible via two airports, Stock-
holm Arlanda and Stockholm-Skavsta. Stockholm 
Arlanda has around 70 airlines offering some 140 
non-stop routes to international destinations, while 
Stockholm-Skavsta mainly offers low-cost flights 
around Europe. 

In 2016, 48% of rooms were sold for business purposes, 
35% for leisure, 9% for conferences and 8% for groups. 
The business and conference segment has declined over 
the past years, while leisure travellers and groups have 
increased. 

Domestic tourists are a significant segment for the city, 
with over half the overnights (58.4%) in Stockholm 
generated by Swedish travellers. The second highest 
number of overnights comes from tourists from Europe 
(17.9%), followed by international tourists from outside 
Europe (16.9%). Only 6.8% of overnights are from other 
Scandinavian countries. This seems small compared 
with the other Nordic countries (and even Sweden as 
a whole), where a large proportion of overnights are 
generated from neighbouring countries. Germany, 
UK and the US generated the highest number of room 
nights in Stockholm in 2016. The highest growth in 
room nights has originated from international travellers 
(especially from India, Poland and China), with an 
increase of 12.3% from 2010 to 2015.  

Hotel supply

In contrast to Sweden as a whole, there has been a 
powerful increase in the number of hotel rooms in 
Stockholm, up from 110,000 in 2010 to 118,000 in 2014. 
In the next few years around 3,300 hotel rooms will be 
added to the city’s supply, an increase of 10% (NHC). 

New developments are as follows:

Stockholm

  Room Opening 
Hotel No. Year

Motel L Älvsjö 172 2017

Elite Hagastaden - Hagaplan 222 2017

Downtown Camper by Scandic 17  2017
(room extension and refurb.)
Bank Hotel 110 2017

At Six (Nordic Choice Hotels) 343 2017

Hobo (Nordic Choice Hotels) 201 2017

Forenon – Flemmingsberg Huddinge 205 2017

Comfort Hotel Kista 194 2017

Bizapartment Hammarby Sjöstad 168 2017

Quality Hotel Friends 200  2018
(room extension)
Nobis Gävlegatan 242 2018

Best Western Solna 170 2018
(Humlegarden Grow)

Radisson Blu Strand Hotel 18  2018
(room extension and refurb.)
Hotel Diplomat Östermalmshallen 71 2018

Comfort Hotel Arlanda 463 2019

Hotell Tapetfariken 152 TBD

Ulriksdal Hotelproject Solna 213 TBD

(NHC)
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With a GRI online reputation score of 83.9%, hotels in 
Stockholm are rated better by the online community than 
hotels in Copenhagen and other European cities. Not only 
this, but a comparatively large proportion of online reviews 
are responded to (17%), with negative reviews getting the 
highest response rate. Although this is a comparatively high 
proportion of reviews that are answered, we advise hoteliers 
to focus on increasing it, based on the growing importance of 
online reviews for the bottom line. Four-star hotels respond 
to the highest percentage of reviews (20.4%), followed by 
five- and three-star establishments. This is likely due to the 
low proportion of five-star hotels in the sample. The most 
frequently mentioned good feature in all segments was 
location, probably the consequence of the city’ relatively small 
size. The most frequently cited bad feature was value (quality 
for the price), a challenge hotels in cities with high purchasing 
power and a strong currency have to battle with throughout 
Europe (e.g. other Nordic cities, Zurich, Geneva, etc.). 
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The lowest point in terms of occupancy was reached in 
2008, right after the financial crisis, at 67%.  However, 
apart from another small dip in 2012 (70%), occupancy has 
recovered nicely, and has since grown steadily to a ten-
year high of 76.5% in 2016. This reflects a strong increase 
in demand accompanied by supply growth that has been 
slower by comparison. In terms of ADR, the market showed 
resilience during the 2008 financial crisis (the hit was taken in 
occupancy rather than in rate), reflecting the professionalism 
of hoteliers who resisted the temptation to lower rates which 
they then would not have been able to raise again quickly. 
The drop in occupancy drove slight decreases in RevPAR, 
although given the severity of the crisis this drop was 
comparatively low. In 2016 ADR reached SEK 1,326 
(EUR 141) and RevPAR SEK 982 (EUR 108). 

We expect RevPAR to further increase over 
the next few years, albeit at a slower pace.

Sweden, as well as its key source market Germany, are 
forecast to experience a slowing in GDP growth over the 
next two years, while other tourist source markets such as 
Norway and Denmark expect increasing GDP growth.

For guests from most European countries, trips to the 
Nordics are (generally) getting more expensive because of 
the strong currencies. Historic ADR and occupancy growth 
is stable and is likely to stay strong.

Inflation in 2017 (expected 1.4%) and 2018 (expected 1.6%) 
are higher than average inflation over the past ten years. 
Additionally, inflation is expected to increase to 1.9% by 
2020.

Online reputation of hotels in Stockholm

GRITM Score

Response rate to reviews

Historical figures

Expected RevPAR growth

Hotel All Positive Neutral Negative
type reviews reviews reviews reviews

All hotels 17.0% 17.5% 16.0% 21.1%
HHH	 11.2% 11.6% 9.6% 13.1%
HHHH	 20.4% 21.5% 16.8% 23.9%
HHHHH	 19.2% 19.5% 21.7% 26.2%

Hotel Number GRI™
type of hotels Score

All hotels 188 83.9%
HHH	 117 78.2%
HHHH	 67 83.7%
HHHHH	 4 89.8%
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Economic 
drivers

In 2016 real GDP growth in Norway slowed to 
1%, compared with an historic average of 1.4%. 
Current forecasts are predicting an increase up 
to a real GDP growth of 2.1% by 2020. In 2016, 
travel and tourism’s contribution to GDP was 4% 
(direct) and 9.1% (total). In total, the travel and 
tourism industry supported 176,000 jobs in 2016, 
6.6% of the total employed workforce. 

How tourism is 
performing in Norway

In 2016 there were 33 million overnight stays in 
commercial accommodation, with 71% generated by 
domestic travellers and only 29% by international 
tourism. Between 2015 and 2016 domestic overnights 
grew by 2% and foreign overnights by 10%, suggesting 
that the proportions of domestic and foreign overnights 
will get more even in the future. 

In terms of source markets approximately half of all 
arrivals come from Europe. Asia-Pacific ranks second 
with around 24.5%, followed by America (16.3%), Africa 
(4.7%) and the Middle East (4.3%). The two markets that 
have grown most in recent years are Asia and America. 

The preferred establishment for overnights, by a clear 
margin, is hotels, chosen by almost 70% of all people 
staying overnight in Norway. In terms of the time to 
visit, more than half (52%) of overnights are generated 
between May and August. The high proportion of 
overnights spent during the summer months reflects the 
high seasonality that the Norwegian tourism sector has to 
contend with. A breakdown of reasons for travel shows 
that the majority of overnights are generated by leisure 
guests (52%), with lower percentages coming for business 
(35%) and conferences (13%) supporting this hypothesis.

33,000,000
Bed nights spent in Norway in 2016
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Tourism in Oslo

The capital of Norway is one of Europe’s fastest-growing 
cities. Oslo’s location, characterised by hills and forests, 
has made it a popular destination for nature-seeking 
tourists. Now Oslo is positioning itself as a city of culture 
with new neighbourhoods and modern architecture 
such as the Astrup Fearnley Museum and the Opera 
House. Oslo also has a vibrant music and arts scene, 
with many festivals and museums. It will be the first 
European capital to be permanently car-free, with the 
goal of becoming carbon-neutral by 2050. 

Oslo’s airport handled roughly 230,000 aircraft 
departures/arrivals and 25.8 million passengers in 
2016. Given that the original airport was built for 17 
million passengers and had reached full capacity, a new 
airport with a capacity of 30 million passengers a year 
has been built. Construction started in 2012 and was 
completed in April 2017.

Hotel supply

Hotel supply is forecast to grow by 1,900 rooms over 
the next few years, an increase of 16% versus current 
supply. The supply of hotels is, however, lower than in 
Stockholm and Copenhagen (NHC).  

New developments are as follows: 

Oslo

  Room Opening 
Hotel No. Year

Moxy by Marriott   240 2017

Thon Hotel Linne  150  2018
(room extension) 
Nordic Choice - Jernbanetorget 2   134 2018

Best Western Oslo Airport  70  2018
(room extension) 
Scandic Portalen (Lillestrøm)  220 2018

Quality Airport Hotel Gardermoen  129  2018
(room extension) 
Clarion Hotel Bjørvika by HAV Eiendom   253 2019

Clarion Royal Hotel Royal Christiania  352  2019
(room extension) 
Thon Hotel Storo   325 2019

Nordic Choice - Sommerogaten   300-330 2021

Scandic Helsfyr  170  TBA

(room extension) 
Radisson Blu Hotel Oslo Plaza  335  TBA
(room extension) 
(NHC)
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Oslo, like Stockholm, has a higher GRI score than 
Copenhagen and the average European city, showing the 
satisfaction of guests with hotel services and products. 
Replying to 28% of all reviews, Oslo hotels also have a 10% 
better response rate than their counterparts in Copenhagen 
and Stockholm.

This is important as it shows that Norwegian hoteliers take 
guest input comparatively seriously, which often in a second 
or third step leads to higher RevPAR due to the importance 
reviews play in the booking process of new guests. 

The best features mentioned are location and, for four-star 
hotels, cleanliness. The worst features are value (quality), 
and for three-star hotels the room. Similarily to other regional 
capitals and cities with strong currencies expectations of 
guests increase with the price, which means the service and 
product needs to be better in an international comparison to 
improve the guest’s view on “value”. 
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After the financial crisis in 2008, occupancy declined steadily, 
while ADR stayed almost constant between NOK 928 (EUR 
99) and NOK 991 (EUR 106). Similarily to Stockholm, Oslo 
hoteliers did not lower ADR after the crisig, but let occupancy 
take the hit. While Stockholm could recoupe occupancy over 
the past years, Oslo properties had more difficulties and a 
little rate drop might have served RevPAR well. Occupancy 
growth after 2014 indicates that demand for the destination 
is returning, although not yet back to pre-financial crisis 
levels. Overall a strategy of maintaining a higher rate and 
accepting occupancy losses has worked. This is reflected by 
nice growth in RevPAR, which increased from a low of NOK 
599 (EUR 64) in 2012 to a ten-year high of NOK 678 (EUR 
72) in 2016. In an international comparison and taking into 
account the strength of the currency and purchasing power 
of the country, we would expect a further rate increase in the 
coming years.  

Drivers point to an increase in RevPAR 
over the next few years.

Norway and its key tourist source market Denmark 
expect GDP growth to increase over the next two years 
by comparison with recent historic average GDPs. Less 
important source markets including Germany forecasts a 
slight slowing in GDP growth. 

In recent years the Norwegian krone has been relatively 
weak against the euro, the Danish krone and the Swedish 
krona, which has made Norway a more competitive 
destination.

Historic ADR and demand growth is high and exhibits 
momentum over time. 

Online reputation of hotels in Oslo

GRITM Score

Response rate to reviews

Historical figures

Expected RevPAR growth

Hotel All Positive Neutral Negative
type reviews reviews reviews reviews

All hotels 28.1% 29.5% 28.1% 33.3%
HHH	 20.7% 22.5% 16.7% 20.9%
HHHH	 30.4% 32.2% 23.7% 31.9%
HHHHH	 33.2% 33.8% 43.9% 47.2%

Hotel Number GRI™
type of hotels Score

All hotels 99 83.9%
HHH	 51 80,6%
HHHH	 43 82,7%
HHHHH	 5 88,3%
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Challenges hotel 
operators face

Currently the Nordics are dominated by mid- 
and upscale hotel properties managed by regional 
or national chains. International hotel operators 
account for only a small part of total supply. It’s not 
that international chains don’t have the appetite for 
entering the market: there’s a lot of interest, especially 
given the good performance of recent years. 

The reasons for this state of affairs stem from the high 
barriers to entry faced by international operators. 
For example, institutional and private investors often 
don’t have the inhouse capabilities to actively manage 
operating assets, and therefore look for a simple lease 
agreement. Added to this, the interests of investors 
and hotel operators have historically been misaligned 
as both parties look to reduce risk exposure in a 
comparatively volatile industry.  

In view of their lack of capabilities and low risk 
appetite, investors still prefer ownership or leases, 
while international operators in particular prefer 
management agreements in non-strategic locations. 
From our conversations with industry professionals, 
we understand that opinion is divided as to whether 
new supply from international brands will be an 
advantage or a disadvantage for the hotel market 
in general.

Advocates of international brands cite an increase in 
room product diversity and the attraction of new guest 
segments as the main reasons why increased entry 
would benefit local hotel markets. Opponents reckon 
the current guest segments fit the markets, and fear 
increased competition with a greater diversity of 
players. 

1
International brands 
are underrepresented 
– does competition do 
more good than harm?

We think an influx of international 
brands would benefit the local hotel 
market in general. 

Firstly, given that the proportion of inter-
national guests is increasing more quickly 
than the proportion of domestic guests, a range 
of more diversified hospitality products and 
services adapted to international guests would 
pave the way for long-lasting guest satisfaction. 

Secondly, a wider range of investment 
opportunities with a variety of contractual 
agreements would continue to fuel the 
investment market. 

Thirdly, we think that the entry of international 
players would have positive effects on market 
ADR. The regional distribution range of local 
operators isn’t comparable with the major 
distribution power of international brands. 
The entry of worldwide players would not 
only increase the rate for the target properties 
themselves, but would create a ripple effect 
that we believe would raise the average rate for 
the market. As a result, the other hotels in the 
market could increase their individual rates 
as well.

Last but not least, we think the Nordic hotel 
market urgently needs an influx of new product 
and services ideas − which are more likely 
to emerge in a heterogeneous international 
marketplace than in a homogenous, regional 
market.

PwC’s opinion
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10,000
... rooms are expected to be added to the Nordic hotel markets over the next few years

Roughly 10,000 rooms are expected to be added to 
the Nordic hotel markets over the next few years, an 
average influx of 17%. We summarise our RevPAR 
expectations in the chapters on the respective cities 
(see the sections from page 6 to 17). Here we would 
like to share our opinions on what hoteliers in the 
three capital cities should be concentrating on going 
forward to avoid losing market share.

Hoteliers in Stockholm have kept their ADR 
constantly high following the financial crisis in 2008, 
even though the city experienced a significant hit in 
occupancy in 2008 (a low of 67%) before gradually 
improving it back to 76.5% in 2016 (see graph, 
page 13). The hesitation of hoteliers in dropping 
their rates shows that the market has developed 
a certain maturity and a high degree of resilience. 

Similarly, hoteliers in Oslo kept their rates high after 
the financial crisis. The market, however, was unable 
to get its occupancy rate back to pre-crisis levels, and 
is still feeling the impact of the past years (see graph, 
page 17). While ADR is on par with average rates in 
Europe, occupancy levels lag behind (68% vs 74% 
in 2016) and should be the focus of hoteliers going 
forward.

Hoteliers in Copenhagen lowered their rates after the 
financial crisis and arguably prevented an even steeper 
fall in occupancy with this strategy (see graph, page 
nine). In any case, history shows that dropping rates in 
the wake of a crisis (be they terror-related incidents or 
economic crises) impedes hotel markets from bringing 
RevPAR up to a pre-crisis level, as it is difficult to 
convince guests to pay more after lowering prices 
previously. Following this decision back in 2008, 
Copenhagen has posted the largest increase in 
RevPAR (39% vs 21% in Stockholm and 13% 
in Oslo) over the past five years.

2
Continued supply 
growth – how will it 
impact my hotel’s 
performance?

In 2017, with occupancy and ADR almost on
a par with average European levels (ADR: 
EUR 106, Occ: 75.5% in 2016) we think the 
best strategy for hoteliers going forward will be 
to concentrate on holding their current market 
share. Especially given the high future supply 
influx, they should prioritise and focus on guest 
satisfaction through a clearly communicated 
brand image and high quality.  

PwC’s opinion for 
operators in Stockholm

Given that Norway also accounts for the 
lowest number of overnights in the Nordics 
(33 million vs 52 million in Denmark and 
60 million in Sweden), the destination 
management organisation, including other 
tourism stakeholders, should collaborate to 
increase the number of guests and improve 
tourism infrastructure in the country. 

PwC’s opinion for 
operators in Oslo

Going forward we advise hoteliers to further 
concentrate on rate increases (as occupancy, 
at 80%, is already healthy). An influx of 
international brands would, in our opinion, 
accelerate this process. 

PwC’s opinion for 
operators in Copenhagen
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20-25%
... commissions charged by online travel agents (OTAs) for distributing hotel rooms

RevPAR used to be a reliable KPI for measuring the 
strength and performance of hotel markets. In recent 
years, however, and not only in the Nordics, increased 
RevPAR has not automatically translated into increased 
profitability (GOP). From our varied conversations, we 
understand that one of the main factors causing this 
profitability erosion is the increasing cost of rooms 
sold, especially as a consequence of increased spend 
on commissions.  

Depending on the market strength of a property, 
OTAs ask for commissions as high as 20% to 25%. 
If the proportion of the inventory sold via OTAs is high, 
this can be a considerable cost to a property or small 
chain. In our discussions with industry professionals, 
opinion has been divided in terms of how to best 
deal with OTAs. While some players prefer to get 
rid of OTAs completely, others have responded by 
implementing strong revenue management and 
distribution guidelines to curb the proportion of 
inventory sold via the OTA channel. 

Some players are even considering making a larger 
share of hotel room stock available for sale via OTAs 
and reducing their own sales force. A consequence 
of this is that they would lose direct contact with 
these guests and the advantages of their loyalty.

Most of the industry experts we talked to placed 
great emphasis on loyalty schemes as a way of 
ensuring direct bookings.   

3
Profitability erosion 
– why me? What 
can I do about it? 

We think OTAs have an important role to play 
in selling perishable goods (rooms) and should 
be integrated in a well-defined corporate and 
property-based revenue management strategy.

The aim for a smaller chain should therefore 
be to formulate a coherent strategy at corpo-
rate level while providing the properties with 
support in the form of processes, systems, 
and human capabilities to enable them to 
implement the daily tactics of the strategy. 
A robust monitoring and control framework 
will give the management a solid decision-
making basis and the relevant framework for 
reducing the proportion of rooms sold via
OTAs to a reasonable level for driving margin. 

A bigger threat for operators who decide to 
sell a large proportion of room stock via an
 OTA is the loss of guest data. As we move into 
a world where data is king, we are convinced 
that comprehensive, organised and easily 
retrievable guest data will be a vital ingredient 
in the profitable growth of operators going 
forward.

PwC’s opinion
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   NLINE
... comments should be treated as the most important source of guest feedback

Historically the Nordics have attracted mostly guests 
from other Nordic countries. But in recent years 
this trend has been changing, and the proportion of 
international guests has grown steadily. In theory 
this is good news for hoteliers in the Nordics. But 
the trend does bring challenges of its own. 

One challenge is to adapt products and services to 
the requirements of new guest segments. For example, 
industry experts cite Japanese tourists’ desire to have 
a bathtub in their room, while American guests look 
for comparatively large rooms and Chinese guests 
want basic cooking facilities. Nordic guests, on the 
other hand, are mostly satisfied with a (relatively) 
small, functional and minimalistic room. 

4
Changing guests needs 
– how can we adapt 
to the needs of new 
market segments? 

Adapting to changing guest requirements 
is a challenge for all hoteliers around the 
world. The recent trend to increased tourism 
worldwide driven by low-cost airlines, cheaper 
hotel offers and globalisation has increased the 
number of people travelling to destinations 
they would not have visited 20 years ago. 

In our opinion, two tools are becoming 
indispensable for hoteliers who want to find 
out what guests want. Firstly, hoteliers need 
to thoroughly analyse online guest reviews 
and use review comments as a foundation for 
CAPEX and operational process decisions. 
Online comments should not be a ‘nice to have’, 
but should be treated as the most important 
source of guest feedback and taken as a basis 
for change. Secondly, the industry needs to 
leverage rapid developments in digitalization 
and big data to capture, segment, analyse and 
group guest data in the most useful way. 

Another way to adapt product and service 
offerings on a market level would be the 
addition of international operators and their 
distinct products. That would take some of 
the pressure off ‘typically Nordic’ hotels.

PwC’s opinion
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60-70%
... reported retention rates

From our various conversations with industry players, 
we understand that the war for talent has well and 
truly arrived in the Nordic hospitality industry. 
Many operators highlighted the difficulty of finding 
suitable staff on various levels. We expect this trend 
to intensify with the additional supply coming into 
the market over the next few years. 

In comparison with other hotel markets, which often 
struggle with high employee turnover rates (just look 
at London hotels dealing with post-Brexit challenges), 
hotels in the Nordic capitals seem to be experiencing 
the opposite. In our conversations retention rates of 
around 60% to 70% were reported. 

These retention rates probably stem from a 
combination of a culture that stereotypically does 
not actively drive change, and solid succession and 
development planning. Another potential reason for 
high retention is that the pool of suitable candidates 
is not very large throughout the region. Although there 
are a few hospitality schools, in-depth vocational and 
managerial training facilities are limited. Added to 
this, non-hospitality industries have started recruiting 
hospitality trained employees because of their 
exceptionally high customer focus and service 
orientation.  

5
The war for talent 
and high retention 
rates – a blessing 
in disguise?

At first sight, high retention rates would 
seem to be good news. Firstly, they mean 
that recruiting and training costs will be 
comparatively low. Secondly, employees 
will have built up in-depth knowledge of 
the property operation’s immediate vicinity, 
which should lead to increased service 
quality. 

At second glance, however, it becomes clear 
that low employee fluctuation prevents hotels 
from employing new talent, with different 
or new skills and competencies – people who 
might be able to drive innovation and propel 
the industry forward. 

Continuous and profitable industry growth will 
require new fuel and a broad variety of skills 
and competencies. For the regional industry 
to broaden the room product, stay ahead of 
the curve (more and more important with the 
acceleration of digitalisation) and build on the 
impressive growth of recent years, we think 
it is vital for hotel managers and operators 
to ensure a diverse, well-educated and 
continuously trained workforce. 

PwC’s opinion
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Can there be such a thing as too many tourists? 
Many industry players we talked to answered 
with ‘No’. At the same time we see the residents 
of Amsterdam, Barcelona and Venice starting to 
oppose ever-growing numbers of tourists. 

For example tourism in Copenhagen, and throughout 
the whole region, has increased significantly in recent 
years, as it’s seen as a trendy but safe destination. 
This trend to increasing numbers is also reflected 
in the total number of arrivals at airports throughout 
the Nordics. 

Copenhagen airport, for example, which counted 
29 million passengers in 2016, is in the process of 
expanding its capacity to 40 million passengers per 
year. Another factor increasing the number of day 
tourists in particular is the growing interest in cruises, 
which brought 700,000 visitors to Copenhagen in 2016. 
This number is expected to grow to 850,000 in 2017. 
Hotels in Copenhagen are not directly worried about 
overtourism. Their primary concern is the risk of hasty 
political decisions to limit tourism or hotel expansion 
if politicians see overtourism as a significant threat.

6
Threat of over-
tourism – when 
is many too many?

Recent news, especially from Amsterdam, 
Barcelona and Venice, show the difficulties 
faced by cities trying to deal with a huge surge 
of tourists in a relatively short period of time. 
Noise, litter, and ‘not recognising my own 
city any more’ are the most frequently cited 
complaints from residents. 

Lessons should be learnt from the struggle 
of cities that have already experienced a high 
influx of tourists. For this reason we believe 
that increasing international demand for the 
Nordic capitals needs to be carefully managed. 
An approach to controlled growth should 
include formulating a clear destination 
strategy, including a clear positioning, as a 
basis for government action and the provision 
of private services, including city planning 
and zoning, hotel development regulation, 
centralised product offering planning, 
infrastructure planning, and so on.

PwC’s opinion

850,000
... expected guests arriving by cruise ship in Copenhagen in 2017
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-2%
... small drop in occupancy following the 2011 terror attack in Oslo

Recent years have shown that terrorism impacting 
tourists is a reality that Europe will likely have to 
get accustomed to. Depending on the robustness 
of demand for a hotel market and the proportion of 
business travellers (who in most cases will travel 
even when leisure travellers are changing their plans), 
some destinations bounce back faster than others 
after terrorist attacks. For example, while London 
occupancy didn’t take such a huge hit after the 2005 
tube bombings, Paris hotels struggled much more 
after the November 2015 terrorist attack. 

The Oslo hotel market showed similar resilience after 
2011 (occupancy down only 2%) and is still perceived 
as a ‘safe destination’. In general this can be said of 
the whole region, which in people’s minds is a safe 
destination in terms of politics, economics and 
general security.  

A good example of how the region is benefiting 
from this image is the increase in MICE demand for 
Copenhagen. As a consequence of recent terrorist 
attacks throughout Europe and Turkey, many meetings 
and events have been displaced to the Nordics, with 
Copenhagen capturing a large share of this demand. 

7
Fear of terrorism 
– how can you build 
on the ‘safe country’ 
image?

In our opinion, with the geopolitical shifts 
currently taking place the perception of a 
safe and stable region will become more and 
more important for various tourism segments. 
Whether a destination is perceived as safe has 
to do with many considerations, including 
geopolitical, economic and political factors. 
This means the image of a safe destination is 
not the outcome of actual occurrences, but 
of travellers’ perceptions. This image building 
should be managed on a destination level, 
not only on the hospitality level. Scandinavian 
countries are international role models in 
terms of being perceived as secure destinations. 
We believe that this perception will persist, 
and that Nordic destinations can benefit 
from global instability.

PwC’s opinion
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In recent years there has been a considerable increase 
in renting out private homes and rooms via online 
services. One of the largest providers of private home 
rental services is Airbnb, an online marketplace for 
renting out and booking overnight accommodation. 
The number of bookings via Airbnb is still sky-
rocketing, and it’s emerging that in addition to private 
renters, the popular booking portal is increasingly 
being used by professional rental operators as a 
distribution channel. Currently the mid- to lower-
range hotel segment is hardest hit; upmarket and 
luxury products aren’t likely to see the same impact. 

At present, privately sharing a home online is an 
unregulated market. While some destinations are 
going down the route of prohibiting Airbnb (for 
example New York) or heavily regulating many 
aspects (such as Amsterdam and Iceland), others
 are handing down hefty fines for not following the 
law (like Barcelona). The Nordic countries have been 
quite open to the sharing economy. In Sweden, for 
example, ‘Allemansrätten’ – or the freedom to roam 
– is a principle protected by law that gives all people 
the right to be free in Swedish nature. To make this 
space available for everyone, Sweden has launched 
a campaign listing the entire country on Airbnb, 
even camping grounds and meadows.

The distinction between ‘sharing economy’ and ‘pure 
business’ made by some supporters of non-regulation 
of Airbnb is not clearly defined. It’s something that 
needs to be on the agenda of regional regulators. 
According to the Swedish, Danish and Norwegian 
tax authorities, rental income is subject to tax if a home 
is hired out for part of the year, or if one or several 
rooms are rented out. These rules apply irrespective 
of how the rental is mediated. This means that Airbnb 
and bed & breakfast also count as renting out.

So far no political action has been taken to introduce 
statutory regulation of this area to help ensure more 
equal competitive conditions for hotels. 

8
Sharing economy 
– ignore or 
embrace it? 

There are two sides to the coin when it comes 
to the impact of Airbnb on demand generation. 
On the one hand the new offering attracts new 
guest segments to destinations they wouldn’t 
have travelled to previously. They eat in 
restaurants and visit attractions, so for the 
destination as a whole this is a great benefit. 
The other side of the coin, of course, is that 
some guests who have previously gone to a 
hotel now use Airbnb, which means a loss for 
the hotel industry. 

The hotel industry should take care not to make 
the same mistakes with Airbnb that it made 
with OTAs 20 years ago, when most players 
expected the new channels to disappear as 
quickly as they had sprung up. Guess what: 
they’re still here. Instead, the industry should 
listen very carefully to guests who are saying 
that they’re looking for authentic, real and 
tailored accommodation products for a variety 
of needs - on different occasions the same 
person may be travelling with their spouse, 
on business, or on a stag or hen weekend – 
and take cues in terms of their product and 
service offering.

PwC’s opinion

Airbnb
... attracts new visitors but also causes losses to the hotel industry
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